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Established in 1930 and based in Colchester, Illinois, 
Yetter Manufacturing Company is the industry leader 
in planter attachments that boost productivity and 
profitability. Yetter makes a variety of coulters, residue 
managers, precision fertilizer placement products, 
markers, and bulk seed handling devices.

Profitable Solutions for Production Agriculture

Long-trusted to provide growers with solutions, Yetter Farm Equip-
ment has responded to customers’ calls for a knife that can cover more 
acres before replacement on precision-fertilizer placement favorite, 
the Viper II®. 

The 3000-200/201 Spring-Loaded Dry Side Knife and 3000-206/207 
Spring-Loaded Liquid Side Knife were improved by adding tungsten 
carbide, a metal originally developed for use as a cutting tool in ma-
chine applications that is now used in various applications throughout 
the world to increase durability. 

“We worked closely with our supplier to integrate tungsten carbide 
into the edge of the Spring-Loaded Side Knife where the knife con-
tacts the coulter blade,” said Yetter Product Specialist James Whitcomb. 
“Adding the carbide eliminates the front knife wear and increases the 
life of the knife. The carbide is welded into the knife, securing the car-
bide to the fertilizer knife.”

Growers using the Viper II With Gauge Wheel for placement of liquid or 
dry fertilizer will find this knife option significantly improves product 
performance and the life of knife.

The 3000 Viper II is the right choice for precise placement of liquid or 
dry fertilizer. In addition to the spring loaded fertilizer knife, now with 

tungsten carbide, it features an adjustable gauge wheel. The ground-engaged knife runs at an operat-
ing depth of 1 to 3½ inches. 

New Product Information

Press Release

View the Spring-Loaded Side Knife  
on the Yetter Web site. (Liquid 
knife shown above.)

Yetter Bulks Up Knife on Trusted Fertilizer Application Tool
Viper II® knife’s front edge now strengthened with tungsten carbide


